
Virtual Sailing trip #1
Use NOAA Chart #13278

Tools needed are #1 sharp pencil #2 Parallel rulers #3 set of dividers.

#1
Draw a straight line from RW “MR” MO(A) Whistle Located 130 degrees off of the 

number 3 can at mouth of Merrimac river.
To the light house on White Island Isles Of Shoals.

Make sure that you are using a sharp pencil and are right on the black dots of the 
buoys.

What is your heading to the Isles Of Shoals?
This is called a Rumb line. It is from where you are leaving to where you are going.

Distances are always measured on the longitude scale.
What is the distance from the MR MO Buoy to the Light house on White Island.

To get this answer put your dividers on any written number on the longitude scale. Say 
45ʼ open the dividers to the next written number 50ʼ that is a five mile scale. Walk this a 

long the rumb line until you can not get a complete five mile reading then close the 
dividers to the point to which you are going and count out the rest. The answer should 

be 11. 9 NM

#2
Mark a time at the MR Buoy of 9:00. 

At 9:30 with your hand held compass you take a reading off of the water tank on 
Salisbury Beach of 290 degrees. if you draw a line from the water tank 290 degrees we 

should be a long our rumb line at the intersection of the two lines.
This mark does not account for set and drift caused by the water current or the wind or 

by human error. SO you take a second reading off of another mark. We are going to use 
the water tank shaped as a hot air balloon in Newburyport. We get a heading of 275 

Degrees Draw that line . Where the two site lines intersect that is where we actually are. 
Do you notice the difference of about one tenth of a mile? That is our set. The set is the 

direction of the current
What is the distance that we have traveled?

How fast are we going?
To get my speed I divide my distance that I have traveled by the amount of time that it 

took me to get there and that will give me my speed. SO. 
The distance that I traveled was 1.6 Nautical miles and the time that I traveled was 1/2 

hours so I divide 1.6 by .5 and come up with 3.2 nautical miles per hour 
At this speed how long will it take to get to White island light From where we are 

now?
Measure your distance . I got 10.2 nautical miles Divide by your speed 3.2 I came up 

with 3.18 hours

#3
Draw a circle about three inches in diameter. Draw a line thru the middle of the circle 
horizontally thru the diameter. In the middle of this line draw a line down. You should 



have a circle with a t in the middle. On the top of this t put a D for distance. Below the D 
on one side put an S for speed. And on the other side a T for time. So. You should be 

looking at a circle with a D on the top and below the D an S and a T. 
To find any of the answers relating to speed time and distance just enter the info that 

you know in to the appropriate spot and you will get the answer. For instance. Our 
distance is ten nautical miles and our speed is 5 knots our time will be 2 hours.

If we multiply our speed by our time we will get our distance. For instance 5 knots x2 
hours will give us ten nautical miles.
Where should we be at 10:00 am

Draw a line from the mark that you made at 9:00 through the line that you made at 9:30 
at least double the length of travel. Open you dividers to the points at 9:am And 9:30. 

That gives you your distance traveled. Keep the point at 9:30 and cross the new line at 
the direction you are traveling. That is where you should be accounting for set and drift 

assuming that you are traveling at the same speed.
What should your compass reading to the water tower on salisbury beach be at 

10:00 am

#4
At 10:30 we take a compass reading off of the water tank at Hampton beach and get a 
reading of 316 degrees and another compass reading off of the water tank at salisbury 

beach of 262 degrees.
What is our set? (distance off of our rumb line)

What would our new heading be?
What is our ETA (estimated time of arrival)

#5
At 11:oo we take a compass reading off of the light house on white island and get a 

reading of 56 degrees and another off of the water tank on Hampton beach and get a 
reading of 294 degrees.

At 11:30 we get a reading from the light house of 56 degrees and a reading from Lockes 
Neck FP of 331 degrees.

What is our speed and ETA

#6
At 12:00 we take a compass reading from the light house on White Island and get 56 

degrees ,but the fog is coming in and we can not see any thing else. I am a little 
concerned about the waves i see breaking at White Island Ledge I am also concerned 
about going through the Isle of Shoals especially at buoy marked N”4” because there 

seems to be rocks around that as well. So
on your chart draw a line from the light house on white Island to the nun Marked N”2” at 

Anderson Ledge
In the middle of the Isle of Shoals underneath the letter a in the word Gosport Harbor 
there is a buoy it is marked RW”IS” it is a red white channel marker similar to the one 

marking the Merrimack river. 



Draw a line through this buoy from Magnetic North to South intersecting the line drawn 
between the light house and Nʼ”2”

Where that spot intersects write down the Latitude and Longitude. If you have a GPS 
this will be a way point .

My Lat  long was 42 degrees 57.85 by 42 degrees 36.8
When you reach this spot you can safely head Magnetic north thru the Isles Of Shoals.

To find that spot with out a GPS from your 12:00 position steer to that point . for the 
correct amount of time.

My heading from my position at 1200  was 76 degrees and the distance that I have to 
travel is 1.15 miles and I am traveling at a speed of four knots so I divide the distance 

1.15 buy my speed and come up with approximately 2 tenths of an hour which is twelve 
minutes.

As I am holding my course at 76 degrees when the light house gives me a magnetic 
reading from my compass of 307 degrees that is my spot to turn north with any luck the 

fog has not come in to thick by then.
What is the distance to the RW”IS”bouy ? 

From the RW”IS buoy what is the direction into Gosport Harbor?
It is pretty foggy will we need to wear our swim suits? 

Who is cooking lunch?


